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Free Essay: The Spread of Buddhism and Christianity Buddhism and Christianity were each founded by one person,
and then eventually grew into two of the.

These miracles included a number of things including: healing the ill, turning water into wine and even
restoring vision to the blind. Missionaries known as Sufis translated Islam message into local people whereby
they had spread along the trade routes. E, two universal religions, Buddhism and Christianity, primarily spread
through the idea of syncretism, although, a secondary factor contributed to the spread of these religions, which
were political rulers and religious representatives such as monks and priests. During the first millennium C.
Buddhism had written texts translated into local languages hence the converts who made pilgrimages to visit
the land where Buddha lived were given the texts hence became influential in the expansion of the religion. He
was born into royalty around B. The religion was promulgated across India by the grandson of Mauryan
dynasty founder. It was here that the great religions of India first arose and flourished. While Buddhism ranks
around fifth in number of followers of religions, it is the third most widespread religion behind Christianity
and Islam. The Global Experience, Ashvaghosha, pg. The diffusion by conquest was different with
Christianity than Buddhism in tactics used to convert the religion. The spread of Christianity was not only
moving westward through Europe, but it was also moving eastward down the Silk Road. These two universal
doctrines spread in times of chaos, in which citizens of their own territories were looking forward to achieve
salvation of any kind. In order to be a successful Christian, a person must devote himself or herself to God,
loving others and to the law. The Islam development was enhanced by the establishment of mosques and it is
considered that in human history no other religion has rapidly spread so far like Islam. You may also be
interested in the following: compare and contrast buddhism and christianity essay How to cite this page
Choose cite format:. This idea of being released from suffering attracted many people, and Buddhism soon
spread rapidly through Northern India, and then through Southern India. The most obvious problem, and most
significant, was the challenge of converting people from their existing beliefs. Christianity and Buddhism are
similar because both religions teach about the equality of people and that making good choices reflects the
positive teachings of that religion. During the middle of the seventh century Nestorian churches were found in
cities all along the Silk Road, though there were unquestionably many fewer Christians than Buddhists in Asia
Up until the turn The three main ones that are still recognized today are Buddhism, Christianity, and Islam
Although both faced many hardships, the two religions overcame and prevailed through their problems and
continued to find ways to attract new believers every day. Buddhism began in India in the late sixth century B.
The entire central Asian basin had already been converted into Islam by 15th century. Also the many of the
churches were found along the Silk Road by mid 7th century. Two of these religions include Buddhism and
Christianity. Though founded at different periods of time, Christianity and Buddhism have shaped cultures and
have had a great influence on people all around the world with origins, customs and beliefs. Consider the
periods and 


